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Abstract

Culturally and linguistically responsive education takes the learners’ diverse identities and languages into account in many ways. This article explores the orientations that emerge when pre-service and in-service teachers evaluate their preparedness to conduct certain culturally and linguistically responsive practices. Exploratory factor analysis was conducted on survey data from 181 respondents. In general, teachers’ orientations towards culturally and linguistically responsive pedagogy were positive. Three orientations were identified: orientation to culture, to language and learning, and to affirming identities, with the last being the strongest. Gender, training on multicultural education and current professional status had a significant influence on respondents’ orientations. The results give valuable information for developing teacher education to better respond to the needs of those teaching diverse learners.
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Introduction

‘In classrooms, curriculum and pedagogy are the mirrors in which children see themselves reflected and through which they construct images of themselves as thinkers, learners, and users of language’ (McCarty, 1993, p.191).

In today’s world, cultural and linguistic diversity in classrooms is more and more common. For example, in the country focused on in this study, Finland, migration has been growing remarkably in recent years: the number of children with an international background has doubled during the last decade. In 2016, 40% of the children of non-Finnish origin were first generation, but most of the second-generation children were under school age. (Official Statistics of Finland, 2016.) At the moment, 7.1% of people speak a language other than one of the three official languages of Finland (Finnish Swedish or Sami), and represent all the current growth in population. (Official Statistics of Finland, 2018). However, in Finland, as well as in many other countries, the PISA results have shown that students from a migrant background do not perform as
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well as native speakers. In Finland, even positive background factors do not bring the same kind of the support for the second-generation migrants as they do for native Finns (Harju-Luukkainen et al., 2014; Kirjavainen & Pulkkinen, 2017; Vettenranta et al., 2016). One reason for this finding might be that students are not encouraged or even allowed to use their home languages to support their learning at school (see, e.g. Alisaari, Heikkola, Commins, & Acquah, 2019), even though such use would be beneficial for optimal learning outcomes (see, e.g. Ramirez, 1992).

To respond to this challenge, the Finnish core curricula for basic and upper secondary education were renewed in 2014 and in 2015. They introduced new perspectives into the Finnish school context, such as linguistically responsive teaching and cultural competences as a learning goal. The new curricula require every teacher to take into account the challenges language poses for learners and the fact that all students should be able to use their whole linguistic repertoire as a resource for learning. (National Agency for Education, 2014; National Agency for Education, 2015.) The Finnish curricula see diversity from pluralistic perspectives, and cultural diversity is explicitly mentioned both in the general parts of the curriculum and in many subjects (Zilliacus, Holm, & Sahlström, 2017).

The changes in classrooms and curricula strongly reflect the pressing need for educators to adapt to these circumstances to ensure the maximum learning and empowerment of their pupils, that is, they need to implement culturally and linguistically responsive practices (Cummins, 2001). What are educators prepared to do in culturally and linguistically diverse classrooms in terms of advocating for their students? Teachers face a great number of expectations and requirements as to what to develop in their work, and developing cultural and linguistic responsiveness is only one of them. According to Kelchtermans (2009), every teacher has a personal interpretive framework, a set of cognitions or mental representations that shape the way they look at teaching, give meaning to it and act as professionals. This framework consists of professional self-image, self-esteem, job motivation, task perception and future perspective. Among them, task perception is crucial when teachers decide what they want to devote their efforts to because it defines what one has to do to be a proper teacher, to have the feeling that one is doing well as a teacher.

The aim of this article is to explore the orientations that emerge when teachers evaluate their preparedness to conduct certain culturally and linguistically responsive practices, in other words, the task perception related to these practices. The research questions in this article are as follows: What are Finnish pre-service and in-service teachers’ orientations towards linguistically and culturally responsive pedagogy? What is the relationship between gender, training related to cultural diversity, length of career and professional status and these orientations? The answers to these questions will add to our understanding about how linguistically and culturally responsive pedagogies should be approached in pre-service and in-service teacher training.
Theoretical Framework and Literature Review
Culturally responsive teaching

Culturally responsive teaching is an old concept, and it is strongly connected to Geneva Gay (e.g. Aronson & Laughter, 2016). According to Gay (2010), culturally responsive teaching means using the cultural knowledge, prior experiences, frames of reference and performance styles of ethnically diverse students to make learning encounters more relevant to and effective for them. Moreover, it is validating, comprehensive (teaching the whole child), multidimensional, empowering, transformative and emancipatory. The validating and affirming qualities arise from acknowledging the legitimacy of diverse cultural heritages (also as curricular content), building bridges between home and school experiences, using a variety of instructional strategies connected to different learning styles, teaching students to know and praise their own and one another’s cultural heritages, and incorporating multicultural information and material into all school subjects. Gay also stresses that cultural differences should be seen as assets instead of deficits.

Similar pedagogies have also been called culturally relevant, sensitive, congruent and reflective (Gay, 2010; Aronson & Laughter, 2016). We prefer the term responsive because it is both widespread and includes advocating for diverse learners. As Nieto and Bode (2012) explain: first, differences brought into the classroom by pupils have to be recognised; second, the possibility that pupils’ identities affect their experience of the school has to be acknowledged; and third, provisions must be made for those diverse identities. Nieto and Bode also underline the fact that culturally responsive teaching is important for all pupils. Everybody benefits from broadening their horizons and learning intercultural skills.

In various studies analysed by Gay (2010) and Aronson and Laughter (2016), culturally responsive education has been shown to positively affect learning outcomes. Even when higher test scores have not resulted within the scope of the study, improvements with respect to student motivation, interest in content and confidence have been reported. These affective domains often correlate with better test results, though. In Finland, a concern about the school success of migrant students has recently been a point of focus in educational discussions (Kirjavainen & Pulkkinen, 2017). Culturally responsive education could help to improve the learning outcomes of and provide educational equity for all students. In the Finnish curriculum for basic education, teaching is intended to ‘support the pupils’ own cultural identity construction and growth as active participants in their own culture and community and interest toward other cultures’ (National Agency of Education, 2014, 16). Further, teaching should ‘strengthen the respect of cultural diversity, promote interaction within and between cultures and thus create the foundation for culturally sustainable development’ (National Agency of Education, 2014, 16). These are laudable goals and set the context for the work that needs to be done moving forward.
Linguistically responsive teaching

Linguistically responsive teaching is a framework introduced by Lucas and Villegas (2011, 2013). According to them, linguistically responsive teachers understand that language, culture and identity are deeply intertwined, and language is situated within the wider socio-political context. Linguistically responsive teachers value linguistic diversity as an asset in their classrooms, and they encourage their students to use their entire linguistic repertoire as a resource for learning. Furthermore, linguistically responsive teachers understand that language plays an important role both in acquiring and applying knowledge, as well as in communication. Thus, they need to pay attention to the challenges language poses and how language is used in different subjects. Additionally, teachers must be aware of the kind of language skills the students need in order to be able to understand and follow an assignment given to them in class and to develop their academic language skills. (Cummins, 2001; Lucas & Villegas, 2011; 2013; Schleppegrell, 2016.)

Linguistically responsive teachers also possess a certain pedagogical knowledge and skills (Lucas, Villegas, & Freedson-Gonzalez, 2008; Lucas & Villegas, 2013). These consist of knowing their students’ backgrounds, identifying the linguistic issues that are likely to be challenging for their learners, classroom discourse and tasks, knowing and applying key principles of second language learning, and scaffolding instruction to promote ELL students’ learning. Linguistically responsive teaching is for the benefit of every student: nobody speaks the language of schooling from their birth – everybody has to learn the academic register of language when they start school. In order to succeed in school, all learners need guidance on how to produce and interpret the spoken and written texts of different subjects (Beacco et al., 2015).

Ramírez (1992) reported an important study on the benefits of using students’ home languages in instruction: the more years that students had been instructed both in their home language and in the target language, the better they were in their academic and target language skills. Thus, the less time that students spent in majority language instruction, the better they became in the majority language. Further, parents were also more involved with their children’s schoolwork when the students spent more years in bilingual instruction.

Previous studies have shown that the practices in schools are still highly monolingual (Tarnanen, Kauppinen, & Ylämäki, 2017; Taylor, Bernhard, Garg, & Cummins, 2008). A previous study conducted among Finnish teachers (N=820) indicated that Finnish teachers’ beliefs regarding multilingualism were relatively positive, but their beliefs about implementing multilingual practices in their classrooms were contradictory: only one-fourth of the teachers advocated use of the students’ entire linguistic repertoire, while over a third of the teachers forbid students from using their home languages during lessons. The rest of the teachers allowed their students to use their home languages only occasionally. (Alisaari et al., 2019.) The same teachers were, however,
highly knowledgeable about language learning: over 80% of them knew about the main principles affecting language learning, and 71% of them regarded supporting their students’ learning in linguistically challenging situations as their duty (Alisaari, Heikkola, & Acquah, 2019). The Finnish curriculum for basic education states that “attitudes towards languages and linguistic communities are discussed, and the key role of language in learning, interaction, collaboration, identity building and socialization has to be understood. -- [Further,] every adult is a linguistic model and also a teacher of the language of their subjects.” (National Agency for Education, 2014, 28.) Given the above findings, this will require explicit attention in teacher preparation and development.

**Affirming identities**

Teachers’ pedagogical practices send important messages to students in terms of how students see their possibilities now and, in the future (Norton, 2013). The main idea behind culturally and linguistically responsive pedagogies is to affirm students’ identities. Thus, it is important to investigate just what is meant by identities and how they are affirmed. Identities reflect how ‘a person understands his or her relationship to the world, how that relationship is constructed across time and space, and how the person understands possibilities for the future’ (Norton, 2013, p. 4). Students develop their identities through daily interactions with other people (de Jong, 2011). These interactions can be called identity negotiations (Cummins, 2001). Language as a medium of socialisation has an important influence on the identity construction process (Phinney & Ong, 2007), and it is also the means by which people express ‘who they are, where they belong, and their ways in and views of the world’, that is, their identities (de Jong, 2011, p. 30).

Teachers’ and students’ interactions with one another influence both students’ orientation and self-esteem as well as their school success: if teachers affirm their students’ identities, students will feel validated and will be more likely to engage themselves in learning and put an effort into assuring their academic success (Cummins, 2001; de Jong, 2011). According to Cummins, ‘the interactions that take place between students and teachers and among students are more central to student success than any method for teaching literacy, or science or math’ (p. 1).

Students are active agents in their identity negotiations: identities develop through social interaction, and if students feel that their identities are devalued, then they either accept or resist such a process in order to affirm their basic human rights. (Cummins, 2001; Skutnabb-Kangas, 2008). Importantly, power relations and the ways in which cultures and languages are perceived in society affect the ways teachers and students negotiate the identities (Cummins, 2001). Schools send powerful messages, for example by means of the curriculum, regarding what is viewed as desirable, and educators have to reflect on which identities are being affirmed at school. For example, the idea
of schools as communities that should merely reproduce the monocultural and monolingual normality of educational decision-makers is racist and stigmatising (Blackledge, 2003; Norton, 2013). On the other hand, the ‘two-languages-two-cultures’ ideology fails to acknowledge that many students negotiate multiple, dynamic identities (de Jong, 2011, p. 195.)

Sometimes students from diverse backgrounds need to hide their linguistic and cultural identities in order to be accepted in mainstream classrooms: nothing they have learned before is valuable at school, and their learning should occur in ‘an experiential vacuum’ (Cummins, 2001, p. 2). This may lead to a situation where students tend to avoid further devaluation of their identities and withdraw from interaction at school. Students should instead be viewed as producers and contributors of knowledge and encouraged to use their funds of knowledge and share what they have learnt outside the school (de Jong, 2011; Moll, Amanti, Neff, & Gonzalez, 1992). Teachers should make students’ voices heard and include their experiences, knowledge and skills within their daily learning experiences in order to affirm their identities (de Jong, 2011). When teachers ensure that their students’ linguistic and cultural experiences and identities are affirmed, not devaluated, they allow their students’ voices to be heard (Cummins, 2001; de Jong, 2011).

Multilingual students should be encouraged to use their whole linguistic repertoire to learn and demonstrate their knowledge, since this would affirm their linguistic learning identities (de Jong, 2011). Student empowerment builds on respect, trust and reflection of experiences and identities, and it may challenge and change the power relations that exist in society (Cummins, 2001).

Culture and cultural identity also include religion and religious identity, and their non-religious counterpart, which can be called non-religious worldviews. According to van der Kooij, de Ruyter and Miedema (2013), the notion of worldview, derived from the German concept Weltanschauung, is widely used for this purpose, especially in the field of religious education. Worldviews can refer to organised (e.g. Christianity, Humanism) and personal worldviews (van der Kooij, de Ruyter, & Miedema, 2013), and both are relevant factors concerning daily life in school.

A special feature of religious or worldview diversity is that a widespread discourse of neutrality is in place that assumes that by removing any signs of religion from the school’s public space, it will become a neutral space, one suited for all students. Pierik and van der Burg (2014) call this kind of neutrality exclusive neutrality. Rissanen, Kuusisto and Kuusisto (2016) have shown that student teachers need guidance in order to question the neutrality of their own secular viewpoints. In the thinking of some Swedish and Finnish school principals, making adjustments for cultural diversity is more self-evident than for religious diversity (Rissanen, in press). However, in a survey among Finnish teachers and student teachers, two orientations were found in addition to a secularist perspective supporting the abolition of religion from a
school’s public space: religiously responsive and equal visibility approaches. The difference between these two approaches is that religiously responsiveness means having an understanding attitude towards catering to pupils’ religious needs, like providing rooms for prayer, exemptions from and adjustments of school activities, and gender-based groupings, whereas the equal visibility approach calls for giving equal attention to diverse festival traditions and making allowances for religious symbols. (Niemi, Kimanen & Kallioniemi, 2019).

Besides subject lessons, school celebrations are an important field in which identities are constructed. According to an interview study by Niemi, Kuusisto and Kallioniemi (2014), perceived Finnishness was a major feature of school celebrations, although it was defined in many different ways by the interviewees. The contents of ‘Finnishness’ in school celebrations and the place of (Lutheran) Christian religion in such Finnishness was under negotiation. It is also evident that the need to increase the inclusivity of the school celebrations is an explicit concern. In our view, being able to recognise and discuss different aspects of traditions and celebrations is an important prerequisite for renewing school culture.

There are a few studies where identity issues have emerged in the findings of the study, sometimes even unexpectedly. For example, Leeman and Ledoux (2005) conducted a survey relying initially on a dichotomy between ‘culturalist’ and ‘pluralist’ views, with the latter stressing pluriformity of all kinds, not only cultural pluralism. In the results, however, other kinds of clusters emerged, including an ‘enquiring attitude’ and ‘attention to culture’, ‘care and concern for each other’ and ‘equal opportunities’. These were related to identity, learning and inter-group as well as inter-individual relationships. In a study by Edelmann (2006), teachers’ differing orientations emerged. The interviewed Swiss teachers were categorised into four main groups: for some, cultural and other types of diversity was an enrichment; while some focused on language, others claimed to recognise pupils as individuals without specific reference to their backgrounds, and still others did not consider cultural diversity as having any impact on their practice. In the following, we will look at the orientations that emerge from the responses of both pre-service and in-service teachers in a Finnish context concerning in particular affirming identities through culturally and linguistically responsive practices. In the Finnish curriculum for basic education, “pupils are guided to identify the cultural meanings of the environment and to build their own cultural identity and positive environmental relationship. Pupils learn to know and appreciate their living environment and its cultural heritage as well as their own social, cultural, religious, world-view and linguistic roots. They are encouraged to consider the importance of their own background and its place in the chain of generations.” (National Agency of Education, 2014, 21.) As with the sections described above, the curriculum provides a firm basis for advancing the work of culturally and linguistically responsive teaching.
Methodology

This quantitative study explores the relevance of responsive practices in teachers’ task perception, using a survey designed to measure them. The data presented in this article were collected as part of a larger survey conducted at the beginning of teacher training interventions carried out by a teacher training development project. The questionnaire was designed to reflect the goals and desired practices of the project, namely, developing teachers’ intercultural and inter-worldview reflectivity and linguistically and culturally responsive pedagogy. This article focuses on the part of the survey that inquired about linguistically and culturally responsive practices.

A survey developed to measure teachers’ beliefs and practices on linguistically and culturally responsive pedagogy (Vigren, Alisaari, Heikkola, Acquah & Commins, 2019) was taken as the basis for the questionnaire, and it was further developed to fit the purposes of this study. The original survey was based on the theoretical framework for linguistically responsive teaching proposed by Lucas and Villegas (2011, 2013), and culturally responsive pedagogy proposed by Ladson-Billing (1995) and Gay (2010), and the essential practices for culturally responsive pedagogy proposed by Teemant (2018). The items were developed by an international team of professors, assistant professors and university teachers from two universities in Finland, and it was pilot tested with a small number of teachers who commented on the wordings and the length of the survey.

For the purposes of the present study, some (but not all) items concerning linguistically responsive practices were left out because they were not addressed in the courses or workshops where the survey was conducted. Additionally, some further items were designed to highlight the addressing of cultural issues and affirming identities in classroom as well as co-operation and sharing concerning cultural diversity with colleagues (items 12–15 and 7). The survey question concerning these practices was formulated to match Kelchtermans’s (2009) idea of task perception: ‘Among the many demands concerning the work of a teacher or a student counsellor an educator often experiences as the most relevant about certain tasks as they consider them as central in their role and important in reaching the educational goals. (If you do not work as a teacher or a counsellor at the moment, you may reflect on how ready you would be to use your time and energy to fulfilling these tasks properly.) To what extent do you experience the following tasks as relevant?’ A five-level Likert scale was employed to measure the degree of relevance.

The three training interventions were carried out during spring of 2018, and 181 respondents in all filled in the online survey at the beginning of the course they attended. The first group of respondents (n=35, 19.3%) consisted of students of theology and education in an optional university course addressing worldview diversity in school contexts. All the students were asked to consider themselves as future educators in the survey, although not all of the theology students were studying in teacher programmes.
The second group of participants (n=43, 23.8%) consisted of guidance and counseling students taking a compulsory university course focusing on, among other things, intercultural and inter-worldview issues. The third group (n=103, 56.9%) consisted of teachers, student counsellors and head teachers who were attending two training days addressing cultural and worldview diversity in school contexts. For them, attendance was also either mandatory or strongly recommended by their supervisors based on their responsibilities in the field of pedagogical development. Thus, it may be concluded that the sample did not consist exclusively of those who had a previous commitment to the subject. Participation in the study was voluntary, but the courses and training days gave the participants time to answer the survey questions.

The gender distribution was uneven, as 13.9% of the participants were male, 85.1% female and 1.1% other, or else they preferred not to say. The participants also mostly represented the linguistic majority, as 96.1% of them spoke Finnish as their first language. Some of the student teachers or counselling students had some previous experience working as teacher or counsellors, and 26.7% of them had less than one year of teaching or counselling experience. Also, the questionnaire inquired about the current position of the participants. Acknowledging that the respondents may in fact have several roles simultaneously, such as working as a classroom teacher and a specialized subject teacher, or studying while working as a teacher, the respondents were asked to choose their primary duty from the list / among the options provided. The distribution is displayed in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Current position (primary duty)</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Student</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>35.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Classroom teacher</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>16.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject teacher</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>21.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Student counsellor, special needs education teacher, Finnish as second language teacher or teacher of newly arrived migrants</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>18.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Principal</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>7.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>181</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The table shows that approximately one-third of the participants were students, some of whom were not yet in or did not plan to apply to teacher education programmes. Nonetheless, all of them were asked to consider themselves as future edu-
The teachers formed three approximately equal groups: classroom teachers, subject teachers and those educators who teach smaller groups or otherwise form more intimate relationships with their pupils (student counsellors, special needs education teachers, Finnish as second language teachers and teachers of newly arrived migrants). In addition, a small group of principals participated.

In the statistical analysis conducted with SPSS, the participants’ statements concerning preparedness to respond to cultural diversity in teaching work were analysed via exploratory factor analysis. Principal component analysis and direct oblimin rotation were used. The conditions for factor analysis were met, with Bartlett’s test yielding a chi-square value of 967.3 (p=.000), and Kaiser-Meyer Olkin’s test yielding a value of .837. To obtain a clear interpretation of the factors, three rotations were conducted. The three-factor solution gave the clearest form of interpretation, with the factors explaining the total variance present in the data. Three scales were formulated on the basis of the factor analysis to describe these factors. Variables with a loading of over .40 were calculated using the scales. In contrast, variables that had side loadings of over .30 were not calculated using the scales. Cronbach’s alpha was calculated for each scale. ANOVA was calculated with different scales as a dependent variable, and the length of teaching experience or the current position of the participant as separate factors. Furthermore, an independent samples t-test was calculated with different scales as dependent variables and with gender and previous studies in multicultural education treated as separate independent variables.

**Results**

When investigating the participants’ orientations towards culturally and linguistically responsive teaching as a result of the exploratory factor analysis, three factors emerged (Table 2). We labelled them as orientation to culture, orientation to language and orientation to affirming identity, based on their characteristics.
Table 2.

Loadings of The Items on The Three Factors

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Factor 1</th>
<th>Factor 2</th>
<th>Factor 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>12. Point out different perspectives when worldview, value or cultural issues are addressed in any subject</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15. Bring forth issues that in our culture are considered self-evident to be discussed among colleagues</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14. Reflect on observations concerning cultures and worldviews together with colleagues</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Recognise and resist oppressive practices (for example sexism, racism, homophobia and gender-related discrimination)</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>-0.33</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Build learners’ intercultural competence, i.e. the will and ability to understand people different from themselves</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13. Address school festival traditions and their background with learners</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Guide in collaboration, interaction and dialogue among all learners</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. Support learners to see themselves as capable agents as they use language while studying all school subjects</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. Draw attention to how language is used in all subjects and in counselling</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Encourage learners to use their multilingualism in different school subjects</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Enable diverse ways to demonstrate what the learners have learnt</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11. Promote two-way collaboration between home and school by inviting the families to become part of school activities</td>
<td></td>
<td>(0.32)</td>
<td>0.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. Use learners’ prior knowledge, skills and abilities as a resource for learning</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Connect teaching or counselling with learners’ experiences from the environment in which they grow up</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Support the construction of learners’ identities (an identity consists of gender, worldview, ethnicity, language, sexual orientation, ability and socio-economic background)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.44</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Orientation to culture consisted of a willingness to address cultural traditions and
symbols both in relation to subject contents and festival traditions. The items also contained preparedness to bring forth cultural assumptions to be discussed among colleagues and to guide all the learners to engage in interaction and dialogue, indicating a commitment to community building. Also, the items ‘resist oppressive practices’ and ‘build learners’ intercultural competence’ loaded strongly on this factor, although they also had a small side-loading effect. Orientation to language included attention to learners’ linguistic resources and the role language plays in acquiring and applying knowledge. This orientation indicated a commitment to foster learning. Orientation to affirming identity focused on fostering learners’ identities and using their funds of knowledge as learning resources. Orientation towards the pupils’ backgrounds was also visible as a means of promoting collaboration between home and school on this factor, although it too had a small side-loading effect. However, there was no explicit aim to make diversity visible in the school community in this orientation.

Sum variables were formed based on the three above-mentioned factors. Items 4, 5 and 11 had side-loadings, so they were excluded. The means of the sum variables are presented in Table 3. Orientation to language and orientation to culture were approximately equal among the participants. Orientation to affirming identities had the highest mean, indicating that the participants considered this factor to be the most relevant. There was a significant difference between the orientation to affirming identities and the orientation to culture ($t= 5.6$, $df= 170$, $p=0.000$) and between the orientation to affirming identities and the orientation to language ($t = 6.9$, $df = 170$, $p= 0.000$).

Table 3.  
**Orientations to Culturally and Linguistically Responsive Pedagogy**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scale</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Sd</th>
<th>alfa</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>S1. Orientation to culture</td>
<td>4.1</td>
<td>.6</td>
<td>.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S2. Orientation to language</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>.6</td>
<td>.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S3. Orientation to affirming identities</td>
<td>4.4</td>
<td>.5</td>
<td>.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In order to answer the research question concerning the relationship between background factors (gender, training related to cultural diversity, length of career and professional status) and the orientations to culturally and linguistically responsive pedagogy, we examined the differences between background factors and the sum variables. Certain differences were found. First, there was a significant difference between female and male participants in their orientation to affirming identities ($t= 2.6$, $p=.001$, $df=170$). Female participants considered affirming identities more relevant ($M=4.4$, $Sd=.5$) than did male participants ($M=4.1$, $Sd=.6$). Second, there was a significant
difference between participants who had attended training related to cultural diversity (M=4.5, Sd=.4) and those who had not (M=4.3, Sd=.5) in their orientation to affirming identities (t=2.6, p=.001, df=167). Length of career did not have a significant influence on any of the sum variables.

Current professional status proved to have an almost significant influence both on orientation to culture (p=.050) and affirming identities (p=.028). The group comprised of school counsellors, special education teachers, Finnish as second language teachers and teachers in preparatory classes considered orientation to affirming identities more relevant (M=4.6, Sd=.4) than did pre-service teachers (M=4.3, Sd=.5). In contrast, pre-service teachers (M=4.4, Sd=.5) considered orientation to culture more relevant than did subject teachers (M=4.0, Sd=.7). The means of the individual items (Table 4) make it possible to see the relevance of those tasks that were excluded from the sum variables, as well as certain details in the comparison of the tasks. It can be noticed that the highest means had to do with items concerning community building (6. providing opportunities for collaboration, interaction and dialogue between the teacher and the students, 5. recognise and resist oppressive practices, and 4. build learners’ intercultural competence). The task experienced as being the least relevant was 13, addressing the school’s festival traditions and their backgrounds with the learners. These results indicate that the respondents saw themselves not so much as cultural knowledge teachers, but that they were quite committed to fostering group spirit among their pupils.
Table 4.

Means and Standard Deviations of Individual Items

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Sd</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Use learners’ prior knowledge, skills and abilities as a resource for learning</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Support the construction of learners’ identities (an identity consists of gender, worldview, ethnicity, language, sexual orientation, ability and socio-economic background)</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Connect teaching or counselling with learners’ experiences from the environment in which they grow up</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Build learners’ intercultural competence, i.e. the will and ability to understand people different from themselves</td>
<td>4.6</td>
<td>.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Recognise and resist oppressive practices (e.g. sexism, racism, homophobia and gender-related discrimination)</td>
<td>4.6</td>
<td>.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Guide in collaboration, interaction and dialogue among all learners</td>
<td>4.7</td>
<td>.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Enable diverse ways to demonstrate what the learners have learnt</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Encourage learners to use their multilingualism in different school subjects</td>
<td>3.7</td>
<td>.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. Draw attention to how language is used in all subjects and in counselling</td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td>.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. Support learners to see themselves as capable agents as they use language while studying all school subjects</td>
<td>4.2</td>
<td>.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11. Promote two-way collaboration between home and school by inviting the families to become part of school activities</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12. Point out different perspectives when worldview, value or cultural issues are addressed in any subject</td>
<td>4.4</td>
<td>.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13. Address school festival traditions and their background with learners</td>
<td>3.7</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14. Reflect on observations concerning cultures and worldviews together with colleagues</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15. Bring forth issues that in our culture are considered self-evident to be discussed among colleagues</td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td>.09</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Discussion

All the orientations discovered by this study had high means, indicating that in the participants’ task perceptions, they were rather more central than peripheral. This is in line with previous research conducted in the Finnish context, where teachers showed positive orientations towards multilingualism (Alisaari et al., 2019).

There was a significant difference between the participants’ orientation to affirming identities and the other orientations. This might be explained by the possibility that the participants experienced themselves not so much as culture and language teachers, but that affirming identities was more in line with the constructivist learning theory that has been dominant in teacher education and the curricula for decades. The theory
emphasises learners’ previous experiences and creating a positive relationship between the teacher and the learner (National Board of Education, 2004, 2014; Toom & Husu, 2016). Furthermore, until recently issues related to cultural and linguistic diversity have not been much present in Finnish teacher education and teachers are not sufficiently informed to teach diverse learners (Tarnanen, Kauppinen, & Ylämäki, 2017). This result on the need to emphasise the relevance of affirming identities is also somehow in line with a previous study by Leeman and Ledoux (2005), where it came about somewhat unexpectedly.

Although identities seem to be important for all teachers, education specifically addressing cultural diversity seemed to enhance the relevance even more. This is in line with previous studies, where the results have indicated the same positive effect of training on teachers’ beliefs and attitudes regarding multilingualism (Alisaari et al, 2019).

For teachers who had more intimate relationships with their pupils due to their professional status, affirming identities was more relevant than for pre-service teachers. For pre-service teachers, however, orientation to culture was more relevant than for subject teachers. Since about half of the preservice teachers were theology students, it is not surprising that their preparedness to teach about symbols and traditions was (at an almost significant level) higher. Instead, they did not have as much experience in creating personal relationships with the pupils and their identities, whereas especially for teachers who usually teach small groups it is a central part of their professionalism.

**Conclusion**

This article investigated the orientations that Finnish pre-service and in-service teachers have to culturally and linguistically responsive pedagogy. From the data, three orientations emerged: orientation to culture, orientation to language and orientation to affirming identities. Statistically significant impacts were revealed between certain background factors and orientations. For females, affirming identities was more relevant than for male participants. Further, participants who had received training in cultural diversity considered affirming identities more relevant than those who had not, and so did small-group teachers when compared to pre-service teachers. In general, the participants were quite committed to fostering group spirit but a bit less to teaching cultural literacy.

There are some limitations to the study. The sample was not coincidental and it was rather small, as the main aim of this study was an exploratory examination of the orientations. There was also some ambiguity regarding the contents of the orientations. Based on the results, we are not able to conclude whether the orientation to affirming identities means publicly valuing diverse identities in classrooms or if it only means that they are recognised in private interaction with the learners. The dimension between individual and collective recognition of diversity also emerged in a study by
Edelman (2006), and it could be further elaborated on in future studies.

Although Löytty (2004) argues that Finnish basic education produces citizens that are considered ‘normal’ and ‘common’, thereby diminishing their diversity, our results show that diversity is positively valued among pre-service and in-service teachers. However, we have to be cautious when interpreting the results since the positive answers may reflect the perceived desirability of those practices more than the respondents’ task perceptions. The results of some previous studies have shown that teachers’ beliefs and practices are not always in accordance, namely teachers’ beliefs being more positive than their real practices (Alisaari & Heikkola, 2017; Borg, 2006). Thus, future studies should investigate how teachers’ classroom practices are related to culturally and linguistically responsive pedagogy. This could be done by, for example, observing the practices. Further, in this study the participants were not asked to compare any other practices with culturally and linguistically responsive practices. This could also explain the high means for all three orientations, and a possible topic for future study could entail comparing the tasks related to culturally and linguistically responsive pedagogy and the tasks not related to promoting diversity among learners.

Based on the results of the current study, the implications for teacher education are as follows: education on cultural and linguistic diversity enhances the relevance of related practices in teachers’ task perception. Attention to teachers’ preparedness to implement a culturally and linguistically responsive pedagogy could also have an impact on other areas of teachers’ professional self-understanding: self-image, self-esteem, job motivation and future perspective (Kelchtermans 2009). In today’s diverse classrooms, teachers who see responding to cultural and linguistic diversity as a central part of their work might be more motivated and confident in their work and committed to their career. The positive orientations to culture, language and supporting identities may also be considered a first step toward full cultural and linguistic responsiveness, improving commitment to all three orientations.

Recently, in many societies, attitudes towards diversity have become more polarised. Teachers have a significant role in influencing the attitudes in future society by the work they do in today’s classrooms: ‘A genuine commitment to helping all students succeed academically requires a willingness on the part of educators, individually and collectively, to challenge aspects of the power structure in the wider society’ (Cummins, 2001, p. vii).
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